
UNLOCKING PIPELINE INTEGRITY: 
Enhancing Compliance, Efficiency, and Risk 
Management

Dynamic Risk offers pipeline integrity services that empower Oil and Gas operators to bolster their risk models and integrity 
programs. These services evaluate and improve an operator’s processes, driving their organization toward continued operational 
excellence. 

SERVICE OFFERINGS

• Procedure Development – Provides custom-fit procedures for an operator’s unique project requirements and compliance 
needs.  

• Gap Assessment – Presents an in-depth evaluation of operator integrity and safety management system programs, identifying 
opportunities for improvement. 

• Regulatory Compliance – Ensures adherence to regional and federal regulations, minimizing legal risks. 

• Operational Efficiency – Improves system integrity, reduces downtime, and optimizes maintenance and repair processes. 

• Risk Management – Identifies potential threats, prioritizes risks, and implements effective mitigation strategies. 

• Strategic Planning – Uncovers valuable insights for future investments, operational changes, and pipeline infrastructure 
improvements.

• Industry Benchmarking – Compares operator programs and procedures against industry standards and leading practices. This 
offering leverages Dynamic Risk’s domain expertise and knowledge of other diverse pipeline systems. 

Dynamic Risk uses a wealth of industry expertise and a comprehensive approach to pipeline integrity to provide operators with 
solutions tailored to their organization. These services enhance regulatory compliance, improve operational efficiency, and bolster 
risk management, ensuring unparalleled operational success.

BENEFITS

• Compliance Assurance – Operators can attain complete compliance with regional and federal regulations, fostering a sense of 
operational assurance while effectively minimizing the potential for legal consequences and financial penalties.  

• System Integrity Enhancement – Operators can reduce downtime and generate cost savings by improving the integrity of their 
pipeline systems.  

• Safety and Environmental Enhancement – Operators can strengthen their safety measures, mitigate environmental impacts, 
and foster positive relationships with surrounding communities. 
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BENEFITS (CONT.)

• Strategic Insights – Operators can gain valuable insights that inform future investments, operational changes, and pipeline 
infrastructure enhancements.  

• Industry Benchmarking – Operators have the opportunity to assess their procedures in comparison to industry standards 
and best practices among their peers. This fosters a heightened understanding of key performance indicators and establishes a 
robust foundation for ongoing enhancement and refinement of current practices. 
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ABOUT DYNAMIC RISK

Dynamic Risk is a leading global technology service provider helping ensure the safe and efficient delivery of energy resources. Since 
1996, Dynamic Risk has revolutionized pipeline integrity management by combining in-depth engineering expertise and advanced 
software applications, now leveraging predictive analytics to uncover actionable insights for risk-informed decision-making. Dynamic 
Risk partners with operators across the Transmission, Midstream, Upstream, and Gas Utility industries to avoid pipeline failures 
through complete asset lifecycle risk management, and enables clients to achieve optimal business, safety, and environmental 
performance while meeting compliance objectives in pursuit of the goal of zero incidents. 

Dynamic Risk is part of Previan, a fast-growing, innovative, and private industrial technology group focused on advanced diagnostic 
technologies to monitor the world’s infrastructure health. The Group serves asset owners, large engineering firms, and service 
companies globally in markets such as Aerospace, Civil Infrastructure, Energy, Mining, Power Generation, and Rail. Via sensors, 
hardware, robotics, and software, Previan makes a safe and sustainable future possible, by pushing the limits of diagnostic 
technologies that preserve the integrity of our world’s critical infrastructure and assets. More information can be found on the 
company’s website: www.previan.com


